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Chapter 621

Noah was trembling with anger!

Auntie, I don’t want to work hard on such a stalk, he can occasionally see it on various
headline consultations on his mobile phone.

At that time, he even had a crooked mind, thinking that in the future, if he has money
and meets a young and beautiful girl, telling himself that uncle I don’t want to work hard,
then he can also send her an address directly and let her Just come to him…

Of course, this was only in the obsession that existed in his mind. He had never had the
courage and the strength to make it a reality.

But now, when he heard Jacob talk about his wife like this, he didn’t know what was
going on, that kind of imagery suddenly became very strong!

He even thought of a scene of a young man sitting in his wife’s arms and calling her
aunt flatly…

Noah worked for a while, feeling that he didn’t know how many green hats were on his
head, and he was extremely angry.

At this moment, he was anxious and angry. He gritted his teeth and cursed: “Jacob,
what qualifications do you have to laugh at my wife? Your wife is not a good thing!
Fortunately, you have no money. If you have money, just like Elaine Good thing, she
would have already been out with ten little white faces!”



At this moment, Jacob’s bedroom door opened, and Elaine ran out angrily, pointing to
Noah’s nose and cursing: “Noah, your own wife ran away, why did you come to our
house and dare to ridicule the Lady Willson? You don’t see what you are!”

Seeing Elaine finally came out, Noah asked sharply: “Elaine! Have you seen Horiyah?!”

Elaine scolded: “I said I haven’t seen her before, but I haven’t seen her. Why are you
with such nonsense? I tell you, Horiyah was out with a little white face, rolled money
and ran away, do you believe it or not!”

Noah gritted his teeth and cursed: “You said she has a little white face, what evidence
do you have?”

Elaine said coldly: “Your wife and money are missing, what evidence do you need? You
don’t want to find evidence by yourself? What are you looking for in my house?”

Noah was about to suffer from a heart attack, and Mrs. Willson said coldly from the side
at this time: “Okay, let’s go home! Don’t be embarrassed here!”

Noah pointed at Elaine bitterly, and cursed: “Screw, you f*cking wait for me! Sooner or
later I will clean you up!”

Elaine spit on him and said angrily: “You are so poor that you can’t even afford to eat,
and you want to clean me up? Sooner or later you will starve to death, you b@stard!”

After all, Elaine closed the door directly.

Noah exploded dryly, but he didn’t dare to continue entanglement, for fear that Charlie
would beat him up again in a rage, so he could only leave with the Lady Willson in a
dingy manner.

At the gate of the community, the Old Mrs. Willson said to Noah with a dark face: “Give
you three days and find Horiyah for me. If you can’t find her, bring the money back to
me. Otherwise, you don’t need this house. I’m back!”

After speaking, the Lady Willson ran away angrily.

Noah almost collapsed.



The world is so big, where can he find Horiyah? !

It seems that the only way to go is to see Horiyah’s family.

After scolding Noah away, Elaine’s always extremely depressed mood was a little better.

Jacob didn’t know what happened today. He thought that Horiyah really took the money
and ran away. He gloated and said, “Haha, my eldest brother is really clever and
confused for a while. He didn’t even think that he would catch fire in the backyard. , he
really laughed at me, hahahaha!”

Charlie glanced at Elaine, but she didn’t expect this mother-in-law to be on the road.
She denied seeing Horiyah with Noah’s life and death. She had to blame Horiyah for
having an affair and ran away with money, so she immediately took Noah to do it. His
attention shifted to other places.

Elaine looked at Charlie bitterly, and couldn’t wait to eat him raw!

Blamed this waste. Lian and Horiyah donated all the money she lost. Now that she has
lost all the money in the family, she doesn’t know how to hide it from Jacob!

Chapter 622

At this time, Jacob said happily: “By the way, my wife, give me 20,000, and I have a
dinner tomorrow.”

“A treat for dinner?” Elaine suddenly became nervous, and blurted out: “Dinner for
20,000?!”

Jacob couldn’t help but said with joy: “I joined our Aurous Hill Calligraphy and Painting
Association some time ago. Now there is a vacancy for a standing director in the
association. I want to fight for it! So I want to invite the chairman and other executives.
The directors have a meal together to bring the relationship closer.”

After that, Jacob said with a smug look: “If I can take the position of executive director,
then I will be a celebrity in the Aurous Hill antique circle in the future!”



Elaine hurriedly scolded: “Are you going crazy? A treat for dinner costs 20,000? You run
the money printing machine at home? I tell you, I won’t agree!”

Jacob hurriedly said: “Oh, my wife, don’t you want to climb up too! As a standing
director, I will have more opportunities to get in touch with antique calligraphy and
painting in the future, and there will be more opportunities to pick up the leaks. You are
not the skill I missed. Haven’t you seen it before, I made hundreds of thousands in one
hand!”

Elaine was very guilty and said, “That’s not okay to spend 20,000 on a dinner party! Do
you really think that the wind blows at home?”

Jacob said angrily: “I spent this money, and I will definitely earn it back in the future! The
big deal, can I still borrow yours?”

Elaine said contemptuously: “Who doesn’t know your level of stinking, even if you are a
standing director, what can you do? I think you are about the same as Charlie a liar!”

Jacob was immediately anxious: “You Lady Willson, why do you look down on me so
much?”

Elaine snorted: “I just look down on you, what’s the matter? Tell you, you want money,
no!”

After speaking, she turned around and went back to the room pretending to be angry.

Jacob was very depressed.

What the h*ll are you doing, stinky girl?

Don’t give me 20,000?

I made a lot of money anyhow!

He was about to go to the room to find Elaine for the theory. Charlie hurriedly stopped
him and said with a smile: “Dad, since Mom doesn’t want to give you money, it’s useless
for you to chase after her.”



Jacob said angrily, “But I have already greeted them, and I want to invite them to dinner!
I only have one thousand in my pocket, which is not enough for a treat!”

As he said, Jacob said again: “Our president said, I have a great chance to be the
standing director, and it depends on whether I can perform well!”

When Charlie heard this, his heart suddenly felt helpless.

father-in-law, who knows no antique calligraphy and painting, is exactly a half-blind
among the blind. He has been cheated so many times and lost a lot of money. In the
end, he made a fortune by cheating on Ervin Jones.

It is said that Ervin Jones now hides from him every day, does not answer his phone
calls, does not answer his WeChat, and sees him in Antique Street, even if he doesn’t
want the stall, he will run away.

People like him are mixed in the Association of Calligraphy and Painting, which is just a
way of filling the numbers.

However, Charlie naturally wouldn’t say such things, so he said to Jacob: “Dad, I still
have some private money. Let me transfer 20,000 to your WeChat.”

When Jacob heard this, he immediately said with excitement: “Oh my good son-in-law!
You really helped Dad a great favor!”

Charlie sighed, transferred 20,000 to him, and said, “Claire is coming back soon. I will
cook.”

Jacob received the money and hurriedly said flatteringly: “Good son-in-law, I’ll help you
wash rice!”

Chapter 623

While Charlie was busy cooking, Regnar and Roger, and his son also left the Willson
family and drove to Classic Mansion.

Tonight, Regnar hosted a banquet in Classic Mansion and invited some of the most
prestigious people in Aurous Hill. On the one hand, he wanted to find clues to the



sudden change of his younger son Wu Qi, and on the other hand, to let the Wu family
lay a little foundation in Aurous Hill.

Although the Wu family is the first family in Aurous Hill, it does not mean that they have
sufficient control over the entire Aurous Hill.

The Wu family’s base camp is in Suzhou, so they have extraordinary control in the
Suzhou area, but Aurous Hill is the Song family’s base camp, so the Wu family’s
influence in Aurous Hill is far worse than the Song family.

Originally, the major families in Aurous Hill each had their own spheres of influence, and
everyone maintained such a tacit understanding and respect for each other, and no one
would expand their strength within the sphere of influence of the other side.

Regnar didn’t want to go deep in Aurous Hill, but the key is now that his eldest son
Roger wants to marry Warnia from the Song family. In order to achieve this goal, Roger
will stay in Aurous Hill for a long time in the future, so he prepared to fight with Aurous
Hill families first. A greeting can also bring enough convenience to Roger in Aurous Hill
in the future.

Roger has been a bit irritable for the past two days, first of all, because the last time
Regnar and Mr. Song mentioned the marriage, Mr. Song directly refused, making Roger
feel very shameless.

In addition, Roger is even more troubled by Warnia’s attitude.

In the past few days that he and her father lived in Song’s house, Warnia went out early
and returned late every day!

In the past, he heard from Honor that Warnia used to eat breakfast at home before
going out, and then went home early in the evening to accompany her father to dinner.

But now, Warnia doesn’t even eat breakfast every day and drives away straight out of
her room in the morning.

In the evening, after she had eaten outside, comes back very late, and goes directly
back to the room, basically not giving Roger a chance to meet.



This made him depressed.

He really didn’t expect Warnia to look down on him a little bit, unwilling to marry him,
why is she acting like this?

In the car, Regnar also noticed that his son’s condition was not right, so he said: “You,
you have to be more patient in everything. For a girl like Warnia, the whole Aurous Hill
may not be able to find the second one. If you want to get your hands on her, it must
take some energy and think.”

Roger was angry and said, “Dad, there is no other young man in Aurous Hill who is
better than me, right? I can match her, why does she not know how to praise?”

Regnar said indifferently: “You don’t understand, girls from big families are always more
popular than boys from big families.”

Then, he said: “A woman like Warnia, even among Eastcliff’s first-class and top families,
would want to marry her in, because she is not only beautiful and capable, but the
family strength is not weak, both inside and outside. It’s all very good. Not only does it
save face when married, it can also play a very important role in the family, and even
brings a generous dowry.”

“However, if you want to marry a girl from a Eastcliff first-class family or a top-class
family, it will be as difficult as the sky. It is difficult for them to look at you. This is
because when they look at you, they don’t just look at you, but It is the strength of the
entire Wu family.”

“In layman’s terms, in the upper class, if a woman’s comprehensive strength reaches 70
points, then she can marry a man with a comprehensive strength of 80 points; but a
man whose comprehensive strength reaches 70 points is difficult to marry a
comprehensive strength of 70 points woman.”

Roger was a little angry, but blurted out: “Then what do you mean, I am looking for
Warnia or am I climbing?”

Regnar said indifferently: “Although you may not like to listen to the truth, it is basically
the same as this. Warnia will definitely find a better man than you, but it is difficult for
you to find a better woman than Warnia.”



Roger was stunned. At first he was a little unconvinced. After thinking about it, he felt
that what Dad said was right.

Warnia is indeed the woman with the highest overall score he has ever met.

As for the daughters of those big families in Eastcliff, even if the family is richer than the
Song family, it is difficult to have the appearance and temperament of Warnia.

Chapter 624

Moreover, even if they can value themselves, their family may not be able to value
themselves.

Regnar sighed at this time and said, “The news from home is that your brother’s
condition is not very optimistic.”

“What’s wrong?” Roger hurriedly asked: “The situation has deteriorated again?”

“That’s not true.” Regnar said: “It’s still the same as before. He has to eat every hour,
but your brother’s own emotions are a little broken. When it happened before, if he was
not allowed to eat, he would commit suicide. Now it’s for him to eat. After he finishes
eating and regains consciousness, he wants to commit suicide. It feels too painful to live
like this.”

After speaking, he sighed, and he didn’t know who Wu Qi’ had provoked, and became
what he is now.

Roger gritted his teeth and said, “If I were to catch the man who harmed my brother, I
must let him die without a burial place!”

in fact.

Although Roger said so, what he desires most now is not to avenge or cure his younger
brother, but to quickly take down Warnia.

As for the situation of his younger brother Wu Qi, he doesn’t really care.



On the contrary, he felt that the way his brother was now, it was the best result for
himself.

Because of this, he will lose an absolute competitor in the future.

Wu Qi is like this now. If he is not cured, he will never inherit any of the family’s assets.
The only end is to be locked up in the family in the snow and hidden in the family, giving
him his life.

In this way, he has the opportunity to inherit the Wu family alone.

Regnar sighed again at this time and said, “You don’t have to worry about your brother’s
affairs. I’ll check this line, and you will pursue Warnia with all your strength. You must
catch Warnia. Do you understand?”

Roger nodded hurriedly: “I understand Dad!”

Regnar gave a hum, and said: “Today I set up a bureau in Classic Mansion. Among the
people I invited, there are the heads of the White family, the Qin family, the Liu family,
the Zhao family, and the Kevin family. They have been in Aurous Hill for many years.
Each has its own merits in family, strength, connections and resources.”

“And Mr. Orvel, the owner of Classic Mansion, was also invited today. He is the boss of
Aurous Hill’s underground world. Although he can’t get on the table, he has the most
eyeliner. Most things in Aurous Hill can’t escape his eyes, so you have to keep in touch
with them today. It will be of great use to your pursuit of Warnia in the future.”

Roger only knew about the White Family and the Qin Family, and knew that their
Patriarchs were Solmon White and Qin Gang respectively. He knew their influence, but
he didn’t know much about the other families, so he asked: “Dad, except for the White
Family and Qin Family, the rest What are the origins of the Liu family, Zhao family, and
Kevin family?”

Regnar jokingly said: “The Zhao family and the Kevin family are ordinary real estate
families. There is nothing too awesome about it, but this Liu family is a bit interesting.
Their family is a financial company, and they are all illegal. Routine loans belong to the
category of loan sharks. They have just risen in the past two years, and they have also
raised a large number of gangsters who are collecting debts.



Roger was surprised and said: “Then he is of the same nature as Mr. Orvel?”

“The nature is similar.” Regnar nodded and said: “But his strength is much worse than
Mr. Orvel. Mr. Orvel has many younger brothers in Aurous Hill, dozens of times more
than Liu Guang’s collection team, so Liu Guang even hates Mr. Orvel. And dare not do
anything to him.”

“Liu Guang hates Mr. Orvel?” Roger asked in surprise, “Is there a contradiction between
them?”

Regnar smiled and said, “The contradiction has increased. Liu Guang has an only child
named Liu Ming. Some time ago, I didn’t know how, ho offend Mr. Orvel. He was knifed
by Mr. Orvel and carved the two characters on his forehead.”

“What word?”

“Poor hanging!”

Chapter 625

“f*ck!”

Roger exclaimed when he heard this, and blurted out: “Mr. Orvel actually used a knife to
carve the words “Poor Hang” on the forehead of Liu Guang’s only son? It is not an
exaggeration to say that this is a deadly vengeance!”

“Yes.” Regnar smiled slightly and said: “I guess that Liu Guang and his son wanted to
kill Mr. Orvel in their dreams. Eat his meat!”

When Roger heard this, he couldn’t help asking: “Dad, since you know that Liu Guang
and Mr. Orvel have an antagonism, why do you invite this Liu Guang over to the
dinner?”

Regnar smiled and said, “Don’t you think Liu Guang is a good use object? A dog who
wants to bite but dare not open his mouth. What he lacks most is a dog that can support
him and let him open his mouth and bite with confidence. the host.”



Roger said, “Dad if you want to take advantage of Liu Guang, why set the dinner in
Classic Mansion? He and Mr. Orvel are like fire and water, isn’t it difficult?”

Regnar looked at Roger with deep eyes and said, “Liu Guang and Mr. Orvel are both
dogs. The only difference is that Liu Guang is a stray dog   without an owner, while Mr.
Orvel is a dog of the Song family.”

Roger nodded and asked, “What then? Dad, what’s the meaning of this?”

Regnar said: “If you want to marry Warnia in the future, you must have your own power
in Aurous Hill. Now these Aurous Hill families are very polite to us, but they do not
regard us as masters, but the Song family as masters. Therefore, We must develop our
own forces in Aurous Hill.”

After that, Regnar said again: “There are two kinds of forces, one is on the ground, the
other is underground, and on the ground, these are the serious business families other
than the Liu family and Mr. Orvel, and the underground. If we can’t subdue Mr. Orvel,
we must train a dog that can fight against Mr. Orvel. Therefore, Liu’s family is the best
choice.”

Regnar looked at Roger and seriously warned: “If you want to inherit the Wu family in
the future, you must be skilled in strategy. Why should I invite Liu Guang to dinner at
Classic Mansion?”

“On the one hand, we want to make Liu Guang feel pleasantly surprised. He is a stray
dog   like one who has no owner. He finally has the opportunity to eat with a big man like
me.”

“On the other hand, I want to make Liu Guang feel humiliated. The humiliation is that a
stray dog   like him who has no owner can only swallow his anger when facing his mortal
enemy Mr. Orvel. Only when he is humiliated will it be doubled. His desire for revenge!
At that time, I will be merciful, give Liu Guang a chance, let him be my son, and give him
a chance to revenge. He will definitely be grateful to me and go all out to deal with
Orvel.”

“If Mr. Orvel falls, then he is the underground emperor of Aurous Hill. Then, the
underground world of Aurous Hill will be the power of our Wu family, understand?”

After listening to this, Roger suddenly realized!



He was excited and said: “Dad, this trick of you is really wonderful! In this case, Liu
Guang will definitely treat you and our Wu family! We want to enter Aurous Hill in the
future. Liu Guang is our vanguard and bridgehead!”

Regnar praised: “Yes, only in this way will Aurous Hill become the unbreakable
hinterland of the Wu family in the future.”

Roger admired his father’s strategy in his heart, and sighed: “I don’t know when I will
have a tenth of you, father…”

Regnar smiled slightly and said: “Your current style of behavior is quite similar to that of
mine. What you have to do now is to accumulate more, settle more, think more, and
don’t be impulsive in everything, you must slowly figure it out!”

Roger said, “Dad, I understand!”

“Yeah.” Regnar nodded in satisfaction and said: “So if you return to Warnia, you must
have enough patience, be steady, and let me get Warnia through like an eagle!”

Roger looked stunned, and immediately said respectfully: “Dad, I know! I will definitely
not disappoint your expectations!”

When the voice fell to the ground, the car also arrived at the gate of Classic Mansion.


